
The SANTOR UNG52 speech protector is presently the most sophisticated device 
on    the market to    protect your confidential conversations. Nowadays,   no one is 
shielded    from    recorders or audio    microphones   (cell phones, tablet computers, 
digital voice recorders, wireless or microphones   wired , etc.):  T hey are 

  
everywhere.

During an    important    business    meeting, we    must ensure   the protection of our 
pieces of oral information so that they    remain

 
   confidential.

A voice recording could  be used as a blackmailing tool, and can even destroy a 
reputation. Our system can easily blend into any environment, and   enables you
to have a highly protected conversation with your interlocutors. Bluetooth switch

(located underneath the
unit) for multi-device
management (MDM)
and easy control via the 
SANTOR UNG52 APP.

Direct human
listening,
via stethoscope
and much more

Smartphones,
computer/tablet 
applications, and 
microphones 

Voice recorders
(analog or digital),
clandestine listening
devices (wireless
or not)

• Simple to use device 
• Two protection modes
• Very discreet-looking
• Can be personalized
• Operated by red  app 

The Santor UNG52 Speech Protector enables you 
protect your private conversations from voice recorders,
microphones, and direct human listening.

The UNG52 enables you to protect your private conversations from:



The SANTOR UNG52 is a non-invasive  
countermeasure system to use during meetings to 
prevent information leaks and lower the risks of

The  SANTOR  UNG52  Speech  Protector is 
designed to blend into a conference room and 
discreetly  protect  your vocal conversations 
during your meetings.

Designed and manufactured in Canada, our product is
of

 
industrial  quality.

It emits a   barely audible noise  , thereby ensuring ultimate 
discretion. It highly reduces the risks of being listened in   

 or recorded    by    the majority    of    audio microphones on 
the market, including very sophisticated mini-recorders:  
Edic Mini,   Gnome,  Nagra,   etc., and all major    smartphone  
brands    including       the iPhone X,    Samsung Galaxy 8, 
Google Pixel, and more.
* The ultrasonic noise level is equivalent to the sound of a commercial alarm or to music in

   
  

a club (120 dB*)

It emits a voice scrambling mix, audible to the human ear, 
which can be personalized with the UNG52 app. It insures 
the highest protection against forensic cleaning softwares 
and sophisticated  devices. Furthermore,  this mode 
ensures  a  protection  from  human/electronic  listening 
(someone  listening  in  or  any  stethoscope  or  contact 
microphone on the wall).

You can either     use    one    or    multiple    units for larger 
coverage,   can    be  controlled  simultaneously 
(managed) via Bluetooth with our    UNG52    free app.
It   can    be permanently installed on the ceiling with   
two screws,  with  a  T-Bar  Clip  for  drop  ceiling  rails,  
or  on  a  tripod;  it  can also be  placed  in  the  middle   
of    a conference   table.

which 

Main speaker for the acoustic
protection mode

Two different colors to easily
blend into any enviroment

Bluetooth switch located
underneath the unit

being recorded.

Contact for pricing and availability:

Authorized distributor in Finland and Estonia

Acoustic mode:

Ultrasonic mode:

Two protection modes

Cipherpunks Oy
Digital Security Agency

2344425-3
contact@cipherpunks.f
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